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Liberty Coach Wins Big on “Mega RV Countdown,” Looks Ahead to
“EPIC” Appearance on Destination America
(North Chicago, IL and Stuart, FL) –
Last Sunday night, Liberty Coach made its
eagerly anticipated prime time national cable
TV debut on the premiere of “Mega RV
Countdown” on the Travel Channel. And the
results were well worth the wait.
The company topped all motorcoach manufacturers with its #750 Elegant Lady
Verona Edition, a 2013 coach featuring Liberty’s exclusive Super Slide Bedroom and a
signature “Art of Design” exterior by world-renowned automobile, boat, and aircraft
painter Dean Loucks. Of Course, it also includes all of the top-of-the-line components
and legendary workmanship that are Liberty Coach trademarks.
The coach finished third overall, behind a do-it-yourself retrofitted coach from
Anaheim body shop OCRV and – truth stranger than fiction – a NASA Lunar Rover
designed for future moon expeditions.
“It was great fun to be part of the show, and I think a good showcase for the
public to see what Liberty Coach is all about,” said Frank Konigseder, Liberty co-owner
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and Vice President. “What most people see as ‘tricked-out, over-the-top, radical’
features and design elements is just business as usual for us. Every coach we make is a
showstopper.”
Cable viewers don’t have long to wait to see another one. At 8:00pm CST on
Monday, February 11th, Liberty Coach will again be featured on a national broadcast, this
time on the popular new “EPIC” weekly series on the Discovery Channel’s new station,
“Destination America.”
Each week, the program showcases some of the extravagant innovations and
customizations Americans have made to fulfill their personal dreams. The February 11th
episode is devoted to truly “EPIC” RVs and motorcoaches, for which Liberty Coach was
once again an obvious choice.
For the program Konigseder selected the #752 Elegant Lady Lorenzo Edition, a
spectacular 2013 Triple Slide coach loaded with the latest in cutting edge technology and
exclusive Liberty features. Which again, Frank stressed, are standard equipment on every
Liberty Coach.
“The Crestron integrated remote control system, the Sub-Zero and Bosch
appliances, the 48 and 32-inch HDTV displays throughout the coach, and the Liberty iLink, which facilitates control of coach systems from anywhere in the world through an
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I-Phone or I-Pad – it’s all here,” he said. “That’s what people who know top-of-the-line
bus conversions and motorhomes have come to expect from Liberty Coach. The best of
the best.”
With locations in Stuart, FL and North Chicago, IL, Liberty Coach has been providing
legendary leadership in the luxury motor coach industry for over 40 years. For more
information about Liberty’s custom Prevost motor coaches, please visit
www.libertycoach.com or call 800-554-9877.

For more information about Liberty Coach:
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/user/libertymotorcoach
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/libertycoach
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